
Vancier Magibleu’s Conundrum 

 

The Magus, Vancier Magibleu is having a very bad day. While Vancier was traveling, a dastardly thief 
took his favorite blue spell crystal.  Can you help him discover the culprit and get his crystal back? 
Naturally, with the villains about, all eyes would point to them as the thief, but what if the easiest answer 
is not the correct one? You’ll need a keen eye and a clever wit to solve this mystery. You must determine 
who stole the crystal, find Vancier and present your solution to be named an official detective of 
Cuulayne.  
 

Find the Hats 

The clever thief, confident that he/she will not be caught, has taunted our detectives by placing about the 
village small pictures of the Big Blue Hat with some of the merchants. The merchants will bestow upon 
the detective a letter. Collect all the letters (some letters may repeat themselves), and unscramble them and 
place them in the right order on the line below to uncover the culprit. Be wary however, these letters may 
come at a price. Remember at any time, Vancier and his friends are available to assist at the Gazebo. Once 
you have unscrambled the culprit seek out Vancier at his’s temporary tower (The Gazebo) to receive your 
reward, then stay for Final Revels to help him unmask the villain. 

 

The Culprit is:  ___________________________________ 

 
 
 

Lillianna’s Lavenderspinner’s 

Hard Mode 

 

Lillianna has an additional task for those of 13 years or older (Or those of a younger age 
who think they are up for the harder task). In this quest, Lillianna wants to know where the 
culprit hid the Spell Crystal. Seek out the citizens of Vansoll who wear the symbol of the purple 
hat upon them to find out where the item is not. Then once you have narrowed the location down, 
bring BOTH the solutions to Vancier’s Conundrum and Lillianna’s Hard Mode back to the 
Gazebo in order to see if you have deducted correctly and receive your reward.  

 

Forest Hills Stage 

Conflict Resolution Circle 

Field of Honor 

Mama’s Place 

 

 

 

Knights of Gore Encampment 

Elven Garden Stage         

Flippin’ Bird Tavern 

Red Dragon Stage

 


